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A. Personal Statement
My research background and training has given me an extensive depth and understanding of the field of
research of intestinal electrolyte and nutrient co-transporters, thus the expertise required for the successful
completion of the proposed project. My specific research focus related to the current proposal is to
decipher and understand the intra and inter cellular pathways and the molecular mechanisms involved in
the regulation of Na-bile acid co-transport in obesity. To achieve this and to solve the arising complex
scientific questions, advanced concepts and techniques of physiology, molecular biology and membrane
biology will be employed. I have demonstrated a record of accomplished and productive research projects
relevant to the current proposal, as indicated through the following publications. The results of my study
have been widely appreciated in scientific community and as well as in research conferences. I truly
believe that with my expertise and experience I can successfully lead the proposed project. In addition to
the scientific goals, participation in this COBRE project will allow me to receive intensive career and
scientific mentoring to attain my goal of becoming a successful independent investigator.
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B. Contribution to Science
1. I have documented through a series of publications, both as the primary investigator and as a coinvestigator, that intestinal Na-glutamine co-transporters B0AT1 and SN2 are altered during chronic
intestinal inflammation resulting in the malabsorption of glutamine. This finding is extremely
significant as glutamine is the essential building block of proteins and malabsorption of this nutrient
results in progression of the disease. I have further shown with my co-investigators that these
alterations are due to the direct effect of immune inflammatory mediators on Na-glutamine cotransporters in the enterocytes and could be efficiently reversed to normal with a broad spectrum
immune modulator such as a glucocorticoid. This publication established that malabsorption of
glutamine is an actively regulated process by the intestinal cells and is completely revocable. This
information is extremely vital as it lays the stage to formulate efficacious treatment modalities for
this chronic condition that is without a medical cure and commonly requires a lifetime of care.
Following are the publications with direct relevance to the current proposal.
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10.1186/s12876-015-0275-5. PubMed PMID: 25884559; PubMed Central PMCID:
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2. In addition to the above mentioned contributions, I have also documented with my co-investigators
the key signaling pathways and molecular mechanisms that are involved in the regulation of (a) Naalanine co-transporter ASCT1 by Leukotriene D4, (b) Na-glucose co-transporter SGLT1 by nitric
oxide and (c) regulation of Na/K-ATPase during chronic intestinal inflammation. All these scientific
contributions have established the role of immune pathways and intracellular signaling pathways on
the primary nutrient absorptive mechanisms in the intestinal epithelial cells.
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